P a u l D r a p e r a n d S c o t t H a r r i s o n
Related, Tuning Education Structures was set up as an evaluation framework for the Bologna Declaration Process. According to
 Tuning (2004) (Hannan, 2008, p. 1) 
L o c a t i n g a r t i s t i c r e s e a r c h

In the past, music PhDs have utilised well-trodden approaches with outcomes including musicology dissertations and composition portfolios. More recently, driven by governmental research assessment, there have emerged a range of equivalency arguments for artistic practice by universities and academics eager to establish research bona fides in relation to attracting grant income, tenure track and promotion, and as also essential to the culture -doctoral completions. In Britain, the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) adopted the term practice-led research and many institutions have followed suit elsewhere. On the one hand, this evokes essential relationships between theory and practice, while on the other hand, it suggests methodologies that differentiate artistic research from the mainstream. Similarly, the Australian Higher Education Council urged universities to 'provide extended and advanced training in professional fields
where projects were applied in nature and oriented to practice ' (AHEC, 1989, p. 7 (Schippers, 2007, p. 2) Conversely, there is also resistance from some academics who view that the inclusion of artistic practice within a research paradigm can only harm a discipline oriented to craft and tacit know-how; that this will reduce music making to 'what is demonstrable, while apparently successfully ticking the boxes of orthodox protocols with regard to research questions, literature review, data gathering and analysis' (Coessens et al., 2009, p. 22 (Dejans & Vanmaele, 2009 ). 
L o c a t i n g t h e s t u d y
M e t h o d o l o g y
Our research methodology draws on our experiences as academic supervisors and managers of QCGU's RHD programmes. Mixed method approaches (Creswell, 2003) (Glaser, 1993) . Notes and email correspondence were used to refine our thinking, as were meetings to discuss RHD projects, supervisory issues or sometimes unexpected university policy versus practice implications. Pragmatically, this process assisted our understanding of problem-solving through reflection in action (Schön, 1987) , while developing insights were published along the way (Harrison & Emmerson, 2009 ). Emergent themes were tested through cohort member checking (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and in refining our terms of reference, we borrowed on practice-led thinking in the visual arts to maintain a focus on the formal structures and activities involved: By 'practice-led' I mean, firstly, research infrastructure, resourcing, supervision, research student training, methodologies, examination, dissemination, etc. (Gray, 1998, p. 3) In preparation for this article, we circulated draft extracts to DMA candidates (n = 21) in a discussion paper. (Polifonia, 2007, p. 20 (Hannan, 2008, p. 4) . At first glance this presents conundrums, however, we observe that a distinctive research culture is beginning to emerge precisely because of this interaction 'between cosupervisors of different disciplines and between the theoretical and the practical aspects of the project' (Evans & Gandolfo, 2009, p. 12) 
Nonetheless, D5 will soon submit what he aims to be an interactive and innovative exegesis. Overall he recognises the need to attain the qualification in order to progress his employment options, but also offers that he has 'a very strong personal drive to understand my subject, and the doctorate gives me both the excuse and the opportunity to do so, with the support of some amazing minds.' He has a desire to disseminate his research, but also noted that he does not expect the doctorate to have any value outside the academy.
A b o u t R H D g r o w t h
Certainly one reason for growing numbers of RHDs is that such qualifications are increasingly required by music education institutions and in some professional circles. However, while the prospect of 'gainful employment' is one strong driver, this does not appear to be the primary consideration for most. Candidates empathise with the aspirational Dublin Descriptors for Third Cycle Awards in Music
Some confusion comes from not understanding the component parts of the programme and/or the faculty itself in not better signifying boundary responsibilities. Unless the academic is one of the few who teach in DMA courses, perceptions may be unclear about the role of coursework in a given research project. Elsewhere, participants are not necessarily cognisant of the programme's general processes, including the fact that all RHD administration -from application, to scholarships, confirmation, ethics, submission, examination and correction -is governed by university policy within a centralised Graduate Research School, not by the faculty. Without such awareness, each and every enquiry from candidates may be channelled to supervisors. Therefore what is unique to the programme must be clarified and better disseminated: that the DMA offers dedicated coursework and teachers for certain developmental aspects; it provides centralised and thoroughly documented resources for programme administration; it assigns expert supervisors to assist in the development of research projects; it supports the engagement of RHD peer review;
and it provides web-based resources as a structural 'glue' across these elements.
F l e x i b l e r e s o u r c e s
Despite the widespread adoption of blended learning approaches in undergraduate education (Bersin, 2004) (Harrison & Emmerson, 2009) T h e e x e g e s i s
The rush to technology might be expected given the DMA guidelines. The final exegesis may be presented as a written thesis (60-80 000 words), or as a portfolio of creative materials accompanied by a written document that contextualises the work and its contribution to the field (minimum 20 000 words). Some of the research materials may be submitted in digital formats including CD, DVD or website. While this approach opened the doors for experimentation, it became obvious that QCGU was 'feeling its way forward in the DMA' (D5). Some candidates felt that they needed more formal early guidelines, and that 'it should be possible to improve the student's perception of all of this. My experience was muddled -and, in fact, never made clear until I was virtually at submission' (D4).
There (Adamson, 2007) . That is, artists produce 'products' -tangible, physical (Carter, 2005, p. 7 (Gray & Burnett, 2009, p. 45) Producing creative products for scrutiny as doctoral work is also common in film-making and sits comfortably within popular music areas where sound production aspires to professionally acknowledged standards for artistic design. (Schippers, 2007, p. 2) 
T h e e m e r g e n c e o f p r a c t i c e -l e d r e s e a r c h m e t h o d o l o g i e s
Here, Liora Bresler' (Bresler, 2009, p. 18) Our starting point has sought to utilise established approaches in order to cultivate a unique agricultural research culture, some of which has been signalled by the portfolio aspirations, where 'every single artistic researcher is inevitably faced with the task of figuring out how, in her/his specific research, artistic and linguistic modes of expression can be inserted, combined and connected' (Cobussen, 2010, p. 54 
